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Organization Spotlight: Buzz Studios
A film-making group that provides a forum for
student film makers as well as equipment and
skill sets for student film projects.
Contact: cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/buzzstudios
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Buzz mania hits campus
By James Norman
Contributing Writer

Millions buzz around North
America’s forests, so common
yellow jackets like Vespula maculifrons are not an endangered
species. These yellow jackets live
in closely packed hives of up to
15,000, mate in early September
and die off each winter.
The Tech species of yellow jacket, with a population of 18,000 located solely in Atlanta, could constitute a protected species. These
yellow jackets also live in closelypacked hives or dormitories. They
mostly migrate in the winter, and
their mat-

ing habits can best be described as
“sporadic.”
This September, Tech students
discovered a new threatened species of yellow jacket in Atlanta:
the “Buzz around Town” sculptures placed around campus.
Bright and creatively colored, the
25 yellow jackets that are part of
this project stand out in their urban environment.
The GT Alumni Association
(GTAA) produced the fiberglass
Buzz sculptures for the GTAA’s
100th anniversary. Renee Queen,
vice president of marketing services for the GTAA, took time out of
Family Weekend to describe the
Buzz around Town project.
Queen developed the idea of
making fiberglass Buzzes
during the brainstorming process for the

centennial celebration, looking
for an event “that would showcase the uniqueness of Georgia Tech. We wanted to do
something more than cutting a cake,” she said.
“[To advertise the
idea, we] put out a request looking for artists. We especially
wanted artists and
sponsors affiliated with
Georgia Tech or student artists from other
schools—SCAD, Georgia State—to continue
that community-type feeling,” she said.
In April, Queen contracted Cow Painters,
Inc. in Chicago
to manufacture
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Buzzes,
clockwise from
top: “This One’s
for the Girls,”
Buzz Around
Campus,
“Celebrating
Women’s Contributions at Tech
and Beyond,”
Management
Grad, Bee
Green, Sigma
Nu and CoE
Super Star.

See Buzz, page 11

National economic problems concern students

Illustration by Siwan Liu / Student Publications

By Anastasia Marchenkova
Contributing Writer

Since hitting a peak almost
exactly a year ago, the Dow Jones
has fallen almost 4,800 points,
from 14,800 to about 9,450 as of
Tuesday. This, coupled with failing mortgage and banking institutions, have led some to dub this
America’s worst financial crisis
since the Great Depression.
Most people did not see the
crisis coming, as the market drop

was a shock to investors and the
general public. Those with little
interest in economics became involved when their banks were sold
or their student loans affected.
However, economists have
predicted the market crisis for
a while, as the economy follows
regular cycles of peaks and depressions. “The cause was known
for a very long time and shouldn’t
have surprised anyone; the only
surprise is how quickly this was
happening,” said Dan Breznitz,

assistant professor in the School
of Public Policy and the School of
International Affairs.
Economics is a complex subject
to understand, with many factors
affecting the market. ‘Market’ is
a term used to describe different
interactions between people and
how items are moved. “Markets
work only if people have information; preferably, full information,”
Breznitz said. Though the U.S.
market has been growing, market
fluctuations are a part of the cycle;
even during long-term growth
patterns, markets will go up and
down.
“As long as people are willing
to bet [or ‘gamble’], the financial
market is going to have booms
and busts,” Breznitz said. Buying and selling stocks keeps the
market moving, but speculation is
what causes large changes in the
economy. Since no market is perfect, all economies will go through
the boom and bust cycle (“boom
and bust” refers to the high and
fast changes in the economy due
to factors that “perfect” models do
not take into account).
Multiple problems combined
to lead to this crisis. First, there
was no main “clearing house”
for financial institutions, so there
was a lack of information about
ownership. The lack of information between banks and investors
destroyed trust. According to Breznitz, the real problem is not that
there is not enough money, but
that no one trusts anyone. With
no trust between investors and in-

stitutions, the market is shaky.
Now, banks are having trouble
staying afloat. Wachovia is in the
process of being sold, and Washington Mutual was bought out
by JP Morgan. Though Bank of
America has held out so far, it is
reporting profit losses.
“The problem started with the
question about moral hazards:
will mortgage banks now calculate risk in the same way they did
when the risk stays on with them?
Add to that the problem with
that derivative, you have no central clearinghouse; when things
go bad, no one knows who owns
which part,” Breznitz said.
People often panic when the
economy starts going downhill.
“The most rational thing to do
when you think the bank is going
to fail is to take the money out...it
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy
because banks’ business models
rely on not having to pay all the
customers at the same time,” Breznitz said.
The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) was created
by the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933
after the panic of 1933 to insure
people against such bank failures.
Over 4,000 banks were closed this
year while the government oversaw mergers that created stronger banks. Currently, as of Oct.
3, 2008, the FDIC insures up to
$250,000 per person per bank,
protecting more money during
this economic crisis. This policy
will continue until Dec. 31, 2009,
when the insured limit will go

back down to $100,000.
Since the beginning of the Information Age, when something
occurs in one nation, it affects
other nations. “It is no longer
possible for one nation to regulate global economy or to save it,”
Breznitz said. “We should hope
that…the U.S., Europe and China
will do something.” According to
Breznitz, the global network must
shift to deal with the changes not
only in their own nation, but also
in others.
“What will be interesting is to
see if the financial crisis...will force
or teach policy makers to cooperate more closely internationally,”
Breznitz said. In Breznitz’s opinion, while focusing on our own
economy, other nations’ financial
well-being cannot be ignored.
The debate over inflation versus
the crisis is ongoing. “[The] greatest fear, I think, is long-term high
inflation…[which] will probably
be much more damaging than a
crisis,” Breznitz said. “If the choice
of policymakers will be a crisis for
two or three years, or high inflation for a decade, the shorter crisis
will probably be less damaging.”
With student loans to pay off,
soon-to-be graduates and recent
alumni have valid concerns about
finding a job. Breznitz believes the
American economy will not recover before the second half of 2009.
“[If] you’re a computer scientist,
two or three years ago you could
have found a good job doing models for investment banking; now,
I’m not so sure,” Breznitz said.
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Local restaurants, dining halls make the grade
By Maria Carter
Assistant Focus Editor

Health inspectors issue a score
between 0 and 100, where an exceeding amount of critical violations equals a failing score.
Inspections are performed approximately twice a year for each
restaurant, unless
i n sp e c -

Salmonella may not be a priority in your concerns, but every once
in a while, an isolated incident of
food-borne illness makes an appearance on the six o’clock news.
To be sure you’re not greatly risking your health at the
dining hall, skim
over the white
inspection report
hanging near the
cash register. The
bold number in the
corner—two or three
digits depending on
how well the restaurant scored—will tell
you most of what you
need to know.
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regulating more than 4,400
establishments in the county
tors are called
through inspections, plan rein to investigate a comviews, complaint investigation
and enforcement of the county’s plaint regarding improper
food handling practices.
food service code.
Inspectors regularly check all Restaurants in Fulton Counfood service establishments to as- ty are required by law to
sure proper sanitation practices post their most recent health
that minimize hazards from cross inspection report in a conspicuous
contamination, improper cook- area of the restaurant, where the
ing, handling and temperature inspection can easily be read by
maintenance of foods, potable patrons.
Here are the results from the
water contamination, improper
garbage and refuse disposal, and latest health inspections of some
poor insect and rodent control. local and on-campus dining op-

tions.

Rocky Mountain Pizza : 87

During a re-inspection that
occurred June 24, 2008, a Fulton
County health inspector cited the
Rocky Mountain Pizza Company
for five violations including the
“presence of insects.” In the comments section of the report, the
inspector noted that the “establishment must be free of roaches
and flies at all times.” Rocky
Mountain’s previous score was a
72. Restaurants gen-

include food temperature, the
sanitation of cleaning cloths and
the cleanliness of the walls and
ceiling. According to the inspection report, several potentially
hazardous raw foods at Rocky
Mountain—including
ground
beef, chicken and tomatoes—did
not meet the required storage
temperature of 41 de-

areas of food protection, personnel, food equipment and utensils,
floors/walls/ceilings and lighting/
ventilation. The inspector noted
on the report that employees
were not wearing “effective hair
restraints.” Other comments left
by the inspector include instructions to “detail clean all food contact surfaces” and “detail clean
floors. Everything must be at least
6 inches off the
floor.” Lucky Buddha earned a 94 on
its last inspection
prior to this one.
City Café Diner: 94

Dropping three
points from its previous score, City Café
failed to meet the
health code in the
areas of food protection, food-contact surfaces of equipment and
Photo by Be
n Keyserling/
Student Publi
cleanliness and concations
City Café
struction of floors, walls
(Tech Plaza
and ceiling. Comments
)
Score: 94
on the inspection report
include instructions to
Photo by Jon Drews/
Student Publications
“clean [the] meat slicer”
Lucky Buddha
grees Fahrenheit
and “clean [the] mold off
(Tech Plaza)
or below.
of walls near kitchen door and
Score: 88
by [the] dishwasher.” In regards
Lucky Buddha: 88
to food protection, the inspector noted that the food should be
erally tend to score higher
A Fulton County properly stored in a cooler.
on follow-up inspections as they health inspector found a total of
are aware of problem areas from nine violations at the Lucky BudFirehouse Subs: 96
the health department’s previous dha in Tech Plaza during an April
visit and are given time to correct 24, 2008 inspection. The Chinese
Up one point from its prior
violations. Other areas where the restaurant lost points for failure
See Inspection, page 11
pizza company performed poorly to comply with the health code in
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from page 9

and mold two to three fiberglass
Buzzes per week. Cow Painters
has also created sculptures for the
international Cow Parade shows
seen in cities like Atlanta, Zurich
and Tokyo.
(Note: one might find it ironic
that someone named Queen is in
charge of manufacturing Buzzes.
But in all seriousness, a queen
yellow jacket is 50 percent larger
than her drones, so Renee would
have to stand at least 7’6” tall to
satisfy this metaphor.)
The cost to sponsor a Buzz
sculpture ranged from $800 for
student organizations to $1600
for anybody else. Sponsors had
the option of choosing the artist
for their sculpture, and the artist
received $400 for an honorarium
(which they then had to use for
supplies). Some sponsors endear-

ingly gave the Buzzes’ painting
rights to their family members.
Queen said, “Each design has
a story. Calvin Babcock [sponsor
of ‘Legacy Buzz’ near the Tech
Tower] is a Tech alumnus who
purchased his sculpture outright
because he wanted his mother,
who is 80, to decorate the Buzz.”
“Then, there’s the ‘Heritage
Buzz’ [in Tech Square]. Kimberly Davis is a Tech alumnus who
sponsored this, so her daughter at
Heritage High School could paint
this in her art class with her art
teacher. So, this one is a family
experience.”
Unfortunately, many of these
public artworks have been casualties of vandalism: one Buzz
has had its mug stolen, another’s
glasses have been broken, one has
lost its necklace, and one Buzz’s
eyeball has been dislodged.
Several Buzzes have had their

By Eric Turner/ Student Publications

Legacy Buzz, purchased by alumnus Calvin Babcock and decorated
by his mother, stands in front of Tech Tower dressed in old gold.
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antennae broken—in fact, more
than 10 Buzzes, mostly those located on Techwood, have suffered
broken antennae. Breaking antennae is no mean feat either: whoever broke them had to do so with
purpose and with special tools
since the prostheses were attached
to the fiberglass with iron cables.
One student artist, fourth-year
ARCH major Michael Gluzman,
discussed his frustration about
having his work vandalized. “We
worked on a Buzz for the CoE
[Super Star Buzz] which has been
vandalized on several occasions
now. I certainly don’t have details, but I can gripe and complain
about how hard we worked just to
see the [vandalism] ensue…in our
case it’s a lot of destroyed or stolen
accessories,” he said.
A sad fact about the vandalism is that the Buzzes were due
to be auctioned off, with proceeds
going to student organizations.
“The sponsors could have the
proceeds go to an organization
of their choice,” Queen said. Although Queen admitted she does
not know exactly what the auction
prices may have been, the University of Maryland, which did something similar to the Buzz Around
Town project for their turtle mascots, sold their turtles for $6,000
to $8,000 apiece.
Queen expressed concern
about the vandalism, but said that
she didn’t think any of it had been
too malicious so far. However, she
said her hope is that “students will
take ownership of the Buzzes and
protect them. I’m so attached to
all of them. To me, those are my
students. Those are my 25 children. I personally get out the golf
cart and visit them daily.”
In other words, despite the environmental pressure, this Queen
will take care of her rare yellow
jackets.

Inspection

from page 10

score, Firehouse Subs had three
code violations during its inspection on April 29, 2008. The sandwich shop was cited for problems
with its food equipment and utensils and lighting/ventilation. In the
comments section of the report,
the inspector instructed employees to “detail clean all food contact surfaces (microwave, toaster)”
and “use single service items that
are individually wrapped (spoons,
forks, etc.).”

the same as its previous score—
after an inspection that took place
Oct. 18, 2007. The dining hall
lost points for three violations: not
storing cleaning cloths in sanitizing solution, ceiling tile problems
and improper storage of cleaning
equipment. Comments on the
inspection report include an instruction to “replace the ceiling
tile near the grill” and a note that
wiping cloths were “being stored
in a paper box.”
Brittain Dining Hall: 98

Like Woodruff, Brittain is due
for a visit from the health departAccording to the most recent ment. The East Campus dining
inspection report, from April 8, establishment earned a 98 on an
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sils and outside
prep sink.” Durstorage areas. The inspector
ing its previous inwrote “[all] non-food contact surspection, Moe’s earned a 94.
faces must be cleaned as often as
needed” and commented that the
Woodruff Dining Hall: 97
“dumpster area needed cleaning,
particularly the grease on the deck
This dining hall situated on area.” Brittain scored a 94 on its
West Campus maintained a 97— last inspection.
Moe’s Southwest Grill: 97
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Know of something
(or somebody)
interesting on campus?

so no parties during parents weekend? what am i supposed to do
now?
Suprise! I love you!!
Sec is the singular for sex... It’s when it’s just one person...
The only thing you’re gonna be wearing is a smile.
blacklisted already?
boys with swooping haircuts are bringing me down
To the girl with the cape on, EXCELSIOR!
The Buzz statues are really cute!!
despite an overwhelming awkardness I walked away laughing
win00t!!
beer pong with greasy bearings...wtf?
next time it will be my penis
Fook me!!!!
nuttless
Fritz and Cody, no more brains. Seriously....
Everyone should go to Nepal before the economy hits the fan
There’s spewing from my lovely vagina.
The new statues of Buzz are dumb. It looks like Tech is trying to
copy u(sic)ga.
Finally found the cat. It’s been stuck up a tree for a couple days.
im tired of these pills that make he sit still
I’m through with these pills that make me sit still
I’m sick of the things I do when I’m nervous
Like cleaning the oven or checking my tires
Or counting the number of tiles in the ceiling
give me a reason to end this discussion
A puppy would be a hard Gaussian surface...
Actually, it wouldn’t, because the shape of the surface doesn’t
matter!!! ... Wow, I sound like a nerd.
I see the same asian kid 500 times a day...i can tell bc his eyes are
the same
the physics professors are the worst teachers at tech, which is ironic bc they seem to care the most about our learning
does everyone at tech have some sort of psychological disorder or
is it just the 300 kids i see day to day
hoovy bear...hoovy bear....he aint got no underwear
you can have whatever you like
pikachu is such a bitch

making friday lectures more interesting
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